INTEGRA Metering develops, industrializes, and produces metering solutions since 90 years. The company has a
wide cultural background with offices in Switzerland, France, Germany, Belgium, and sales representatives
all around the world. Recent moves of the water metering market onto static technologies have pushed our
team of creative and passionate experts to develop more innovative products to satisfy a market always
demanding of new, more efficient, more reliable, and more sustainable products than ever.

To reinforce our team in Blagnac, France we are looking for a

Production Manager
In this position you will lead our production team in France and collaborate internationally across our sites to
share best practices. Furthermore, you will contribute to our objectives regarding safety, quality, cost, deliveries
and people.
›

Your responsibilities
› Support level 3 operators in all their tasks and organize production
› Responsible for quality and deadlines in production
› Managing production rates and the production team as well as technical problems
› Ensuring the achievement of production targets
› Ensuring safety, tidiness and working conditions
› Providing key quality figures
› Piloting continuing improvement actions

›

Your qualifications
› Bachelor- or Master degree with technical background
› Five years of experience in production/manufacturing activities as well as two years in team
management (>10 employees)
› Proficient in ERP systems and Microsoft Office
› Analytical and clear as well as transparent personality
› Team-builder and excellent influencer to achieve company’s objectives

›

Languages
› Fluent in French and English
› German skills advantageous

›

Our offer
A challenging, central position within our company in an interesting and exciting working environment.
We support and encourage our employees individually and offer high flexibility at the working place. We
are a global company in an international as well as familiar environment.

›

Interested?
If you had a good feeling reading this job description we are looking forward to your application documents
to remi.merle@integra-metering.com

INTEGRA Metering SAS, rue Font Grasse, FR-31700 Blagnac
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